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Title word cross-reference

[ML96a, ML96b, KST94, KWL07, KWLL08, Wag74]. \(O(\text{mod} \ T \ \text{mod} \ 3)\)
[KKM+85]. \(O(\log \log n)\) [BG90]. \(O(n/m)\) [GF08]. \(O(n \log^2(n))\) [HM98].
\(O(n \log^3 m)\) [CH97b]. \(O(s^2)\) [CZ01]. \(q\)
[HKN14, STK06, Sal12, ST95, ST96b, ST04, Ukk92]. \(r\) [Pol13]. \(\rho\) [CFK07].
\(x^m n = z^p\) [NC92].

-automaton [COZ09]. -bit [KVX12]. -calculus [CFK07]. -Cube
[ML96a, ML96b]. -D [SHCY93, BZ98]. -Dimensional
[CDEK95, CR95b, KPR97, CGK08]. -dimensions [dRL95]. -expression
[COZ09]. -formulae [WD99]. -Free [HM98, Lif03]. -Gram
[ST95, HKN14, KST94, KWL07, KWLL08, Sal12, KWL07]. -Gram/
2L-approximation [KWL07]. -Grams [ST04, STK06, Ukk92]. -Interval
[Via02, Via04]. -Like [HK11]. -M [Ram94]. -Matching [CIL+03]. -means
-Samples [ST96b]. -Separated [Pol13]. -TM [BGFK15].

.NET [AS04, SM04, Stu07].

/ [Bao93, IEE94b, SW94].

'08 [ACM08].

1003.1-2001 [IEE01a, IEE01d, IEE01c, IEE01b]. 10th [PC99]. 11th [GS00].
12th [AL01, Bun94]. 13th [AT02]. 14th [AAC+01, BYCC03]. 15th
[ACM93a, ACM93b]. 1994 [ACM94a, ACM94d, SW94]. 1995
[ACM95a, ACM95b, ACM95c]. 1997 [ACM97b, ACM97c]. 1999
[ACM99a, ACM99b, AOV+99]. 19th [ABB93, FL08].


3.0 [BWN08]. 30th [IEE89]. 31st [IEE90, KLB12]. 32 [Gro91a]. 33rd
[IEE92]. 34th [IEE93]. 36th [IEE95a]. 38th [IEE97]. 39th [IEE98].

40th [ACM08]. 4th [Apo93].

5 [B+05]. 50th [IEE09]. 5PM [BEM+12, BEM+13]. 5th [CG94b].

6 [IEE01a, IEE01d, IEE01c]. 68 [HK77]. 6th [BGNP94, GU95].
'79 [Ng79]. 7th [HM96, Hwa85, Win78].

'86 [Cha86, CVP86]. '87 [ACM87, Ano87]. '88 [IEE88]. 8th [AH97].


algorithm [Neb06, PLL10, PS90, Per94, Ryt80, SW90, SS94, SGYM00, Sto02, Tak96b, Tak93, TZYH14, TM05b, TU88, Tho68, WW03, Wat03, YT03, YHV+15, ZC99, dB93].

Algorithme [Alb89].

Algorithmic [ABBH+16].

Algorithms [ACM97b, AHU74, ALR08, iA94, ADLM96, BY96, BLP94, BS97, BH02, BJM79, BCFL12, CL92, CHL14, Chn95, CHZ06, CLR90, CR92, CCG+94, DB86, FL12b, Ga176b, GG97, GS85, GIG77, GK86, Gup97, Hig86, HSTS01, ISNH94, JU96, KTU87, KR81, KR87, KP99c, Kha16, KMT+01, Lab12, Lec95, LT16, LS94, Lut02, MP05, Mut97, Ott94, Par96, Pol13, RS98, SV94, SN92, Sed83, Sed90, Sim94, Tar81a, VG01, YD95, ZZ12, de 82, ALP04, AG97, ADLM01, ARS16, BYF96, Bak93, Bar84, CMO+08, CDDM05, CLT07, CWZ10, CCG+93, CT96, CR94, CL96, DC94, ECSS88, Gal75, Gal76a, Gal84, GG13, Ind98, Ju91, KN00, Lec95, MAC14, MW92b, Mha05, MM07, MR13, NR02, Par98, PDC94, QLY07, Sal12, Sch91a, Sch91b, SZ05, Ta14, Val09, VHL+12, WZ96].

Analyses [A+08, Len93, Ano97b].

Aligned [LSTW+17, SN94].

Alignment [BLP94, Ben94, BDFW94, HPM94, JWZ94, KK08, LPT12, LPR+08, Pol13, RND97, CLT07].

Allowing [FNU02, CCF13, WM92a].

Almost [CGPS13, GR99, LMM17].

Almost-linear [CGPS13].

Analysing [HSTS01, MNNS12].

Analyses [WHZ+17].

American [NEH90].

American [NEH90].

Analyses [WHZ+17].

Answering [HH93a, HH93b].

Annual [ACM74, ACM76, ACM76, ACM76, ACM76, ACM76, ACM76, ACM76, ACM76, ACM76, ACM76, ACM76, ACM76, ACM76, ACM76, ACM76].

Answer [KKSL01, ADT15].
[KKM+06]. Association [DT87]. Associative [Eke95, YIAS89]. Associative-Commutative [Eke95]. Astronautics [WKA94].
Authorizing [WYA+07]. Automata
[Ant95, Cha02a, CLOZ04, DM11, FL12a, Ghi62, Gol93, GH13, GH15, HSW97, KPR97, KPR00, KV15, Loh10, MS98, MHKR12, MHT09, MY60, Mel95, Mol97, MR09b, NR98, NWE97, Ned98, Pet92, RS59, SM56, SM74, She59, SSSS10, Sim94, UW93, BDFR08, BS86, BH96, BK93c, CR78, GOMSJVGP08, HW07, HM00, HR00, Keg56, Lan00, NR00, NWE99, NdMM02a, NK07, Pet94, Ryt89, SY72, SBR+07, SH85, VW11, YH91, YB13, ZHH16].

background [RH81]. Backing [BAP06]. Backtracking [FKP77].
backward [Sal12]. Bad [Len93, MLM+08]. Baeza [Hyy08]. Baeza-Yates [Hyy08].
Balancing [MM02, MM03]. Baltimore [ACM90b]. Banff [A+08].
Barcelona [LV06]. Base [IEE01a]. Based
[AOK02, BL16, CDM11, CZCD09, D’A98, FYJ+17, FL12a, GR96, HH83, Kid09, KKSL01, KVX12, KNMH00, LT09, LS94, Lut02, MU02, Mye98, ND02, PS10, SF01, TMV+01, TK07, WPKL13, WD99, WZU14, Yun12, AF98, ASM17, ARS16, BC06, BFS00, CW13, CLP95, CK08, DLF+15, Far92, Gan89a, Gre88, Ier09, IIO8, KS07, KN00, LLL12, LHC04, MLC08, Mye99, NRO12, PD12, SZ05, TM04, TP07a, TP07b, TPT13, WL15b, WSW16, WHZ+17, YTO3, ZV97, ZZ12, ZYY+12, Ano96, Bro77]. Bases
[AAC+01, B+02, Gon83, ABB93]. Batched [Man86]. Bayesian [SD91].
Be [Cox07, LY86, PW93, Sch91a, Sch91b, AK09b]. Beach
[HM96, CVP86, IEE97]. Beam [DMWW77]. beams [NA90]. Beating
[ZGY+16]. Beautiful [OW07]. BEG [ESL89]. Beginning [JNS08].
Behavior [CDM11, We83, LYWL08]. Beijing [ACM07, Bao93]. Bell
Better [Gon02]. Between [Pre99, BGJ01, LSV08, Rot91, SN94]. bible
[Asp12, HAR10, NR01, Ric79, YP12, ZZH16, BFC08]. **CompactDFA** [BBHK14]. **Comparative** [JM85, PSK08]. **Comparator** [Bur84, Bur82]. **Comparing** [Hua94]. **Comparison** [BCT98, JTU96, Lav91, de 82, Bar84, BCT93, CT96, ECSS88, FBM05, SVS97]. **Comparisons** [Bre93, CL92, GPR95a, Liu86, Bre96, PW06]. **Compatible** [LT09]. **Compiler** [AJ89b, GFH82, Pet92, vNG01, AJ89a, FKS06, HWF90, Jør92]. **compiler.kit** [Abb77]. **compilers** [BGNP94]. **Compiling** [AU72, AU73, PS93b, Sch99, GHR+16]. **Complement** [GN12, Rob79]. **Complete** [Ano68, BBH87, Pet02, Kin91]. **completeness** [TCC91]. **Complex** [Gor00, LR14]. **Complexité** [Alb89]. **Complexity** [ABBH+16, BKLP97, BDFW94, BCT94, Col94a, CHPZ95, CH97a, EZ74, GG91, GG92, GK68, GH15, He01, HK11, HSTS01, KLH16, MNS10, Mor83, RS98, Akl78, Als95, AK12, CGK08, CH92, CGG90, FCFM00, FK96, KS07, LM12, LM13, LMN16, Mag81, Man76, NF04, PS89, PAG09, Sal12, Via04, Yao79]. **components** [CFM00]. **Composite** [XK92]. **composition** [SV09]. **Comprehension** [BLS+94]. **Compress** [GH82]. **Compressed** [BR90, BA16, BKLP97, CL907, CLS+10, CHP92, FT98, FV16, FT04, GP01, GP03, Gaw12, Gaw13, GV00, GV05, IST05, KTSA99, Ki909, KS05, KS06, LSW08, Loh10, Man94, Man97, MHT09, MHM+01, NR99b, Nav91c, Rao95, STS99, TMK+02, YK11, ZMSD93, ABF94b, BCD98, BFG09, BRK12, CP97, FT95, GR99, GO12, HL90, KTS+98, KMS+03, NK+01, NT05, SNZBY00, TM04, TM05b, TM05a]. **compressible** [BFKL13]. **compressing** [WL15a]. **Compression** [ABM08, BC13b, CW84, FG89, GS85, How97, LS94, Man94, Man97, Neu10, RPE81, RT17, SKF+00, SC93, SC95, SC96, SC98, SC99, SC01, SC02, SC03, SC04, SC05, SM09, SM10, SM11, ASG99, AGS96, BFN0, Cha93b, CDC96, CL96, How96, Lar99, OW03, RTT02a]. **COMPSSAC** [IEE95b]. **computable** [EH88]. **Computation** [Bro93, COZ90, Cha86, Lev95, Ng79, Rao94, WN90, CCI+13, Han02, Ma06, NA90, PS93a, Tak96b, YT03, ACM94b]. **Computational** [Lab12, Gus97, HN11, Val09, Via04]. **Computationally** [HT14]. **Computations** [FKP77, CR91, NEH90, Pra97, PCS99]. **compute** [MS95]. **Computer** [ACM89, AHU74, Cop91, FJ92, Hea71, Hwa85, CVP86, IEE89, IEE90, IEE92, IEE93, IEE95a, IEE95b, IEE97, IEE98, IE909, Kü10, RJK79, S93a, Coo86, Fat15, Gus97, I109, Ker04, SS94, VVV04, Win78, ia94, KP15]. **Computer-Recognized** [RJK79]. **Computing** [ACM69, ACM74, ACM76, ACM81, ACM84, ACM86, ACM90b, ACM91, ACM92d, ACM93b, ACM94d, ACM95c, ACM97c, ACM99b, ACM00, ACM08, CFM17, C01, Cha94, DT87, DGBH93, FYJ+17, HM98, HM87, ISNH94, PK90, Rot91, RW10, W190a, BGN94, BC95, IP96, KL88, W190b]. **Concave** [KM92, KM95a]. **Conception** [Hud89]. **Concepts** [BGJ01]. **concise** [NSV10, NDMM02a, Yod91]. **concrete** [JD89]. **Concur** [SBF80]. **Concurrent** [GR92, Pel87, SBF80, BFN+09, JM90, YT03]. **condition**
[Han92, KT90]. **Conditional** [DJ96]. **conditionals** [Edw07]. **Conduct** [NCKL14]. **Conference**

[ACM89, ACM92c, ABB93, AGS93d, Ano87, AAC+01, AOV+99, Bao93, B+92, Bon94, FMA02, CVP86, IEE94a, IEE94b, IEE95b, KP15, MG94, SW94, Sto92, SC93, SC95, SC96, SC98, SC99, SC01, SC02, SC03, SC04, SC05, SM09, SM10, SM11, USE92, DT87, ACM69, ACM74, ACM76, ACM81, ACM92a, ACM93a, ACM94a, ACM95a, AGS93a, AGS93c, AGS93b].

**Conferencing** [Sch95]. **Configurable** [ACF05]. **Configuration** [Sch95].

**Conflicts** [YD95]. **Conjunctive** [CDL08, FLS98]. **connected** [Joh01].

**Connectivity** [Sri88]. **conquer** [SW12, SHCY93]. **consecutive** [KKR+13].

**Consensus** [BDFW94]. **Considered** [Sym85]. **Consistency** [ZCS+12, AL08]. **Consistent** [PW93, MAI+16]. **Constant** [BGG12, CGH+98, CRR99, Gal95, GPR95a, KRR17, Sto96, BGM13, Gal92].

**Constant-Sized** [KRR17]. **Constant-Space** [PGR95a, CRR99, BGM13].

**Constant-Time** [BGG12, CGH+98, Gal95, Gal92]. **constants** [KC11].

**Constrained** [CS11, CLT07, XJT+04, ZJL14]. **Constraint** [Coh90, CFK07, Smi91].

**Constraints** [GRS99, ZGS+15, CDL08, HW09, KS11a]. **constructability** [Kar82].

**Constructing** [IY02, Lei80, JRV96, TU88, TTHP05]. **Construction** [BP63, BH96, DPK11, FCFM00, Kos94, Mei08]. **Constructions** [Ant95, Ant96, Che96]. **constructive** [Tak96a]. **Containing** [HJ99, CFM00].

**Containment** [FLS98, CDL08, HN11, SH85]. **content** [LMT16, MLC08, TLL07]. **content-based** [MLC08]. **Context** [CK02a, Hac01, Hna94, Kea91a, SBHM94, SA96, KGA+12, Mye95].

**Context-Free** [SBHM94, KGA+12, Mye95]. **Context-Sensitive** [SA96].

**Continental** [Bao93]. **Continuous** [SBF80]. **Control** [Bao93, Mu 95, MuT95, Mun95]. **Controlled** [NAR08].

**Convention** [ACM89, Bao93]. **Conversion** [GJ16, HZ13, Lau00]. **Convert** [CM86, ZC99].

**converting** [Gal75]. **convolution** [Ind98]. **Convolutions** [AR08].

**Cookbook** [ST03, GL12]. **coordinated** [Mid98]. **cooperation** [CFM00].

**copattern** [RTO15]. **coprocessor** [TLL07]. **Coq** [MPdS12]. **Corasick** [CW13, NK07, PLL10, TM05b, TZH+13, TVCM12]. **Core** [TLC15, MAC14].

**Cores** [LSTW+17]. **corpus** [IIK08, II08]. **corpus-based** [IIK08, II08].

**correct** [Ryt80]. **Correcting** [Kuk92]. **Correction** [Aud02, BUR84, JP73, RJK79, WAG74, BSY00, MAE90, MS95, TIAY90].

**Correctness** [Sto02, SBR+07]. **correlated** [SWZ01]. **Correlation** [KC99, SHA93, WZJH12, PPZ08]. **Correspondence** [SpI99b].

**corresponding** [Lif03]. **Corrigendum** [FLS93a]. **Cortical** [TMV+01].

**cosine** [TP07a, TP07b]. **costs** [PW06]. **Counter** [WPKL13].

**Counter-Based** [WPKL13]. **Counters** [LT09]. **Counting** [GGM12, San95, Gel10, Nic03]. **course** [HR00]. **Covered** [Yun12]. **Covering** [CIR98]. **covers** [IP96, MS95]. **Covert** [HL10]. **CPM** [AL01, AP10, APO93, AH97, AT02, ACP05, BYCC03, CG94b, FC98, FL08, GU95, GS00, GM11, HM96, KS12a, KU09, LV06, MI07, PC99, SM04].
derivors [Gie90]. Described [KPR97, KPR00, SA96]. DescribeX [CMRV10]. description [CDL08, FKS86]. Descriptive [DH15, LMN16]. Descriptions [KRS95, KRS97, SC88]. Descriptive [GR96]. descriptor [All82]. Design [AHU74, BIR84, HRL97, OF61, SKI98, ZA87, Bur82, CMS08, HUR84, KCK93, MI07, SW12, WKR09]. designers [LS99].

Designing [II09, MBR83, SB09, DC94]. desukutoppu [SM04]. Detecting [Mut97, TMV+01, Mar89, MAo05]. Detection [CZCD09, KKK11, KNM00, Lee91, Les79, PAMP12, Sli83, TSS05, WWW+16, ZLN11, ACF05, BAC12, FNP09, JOH94a, KIO94, KAT07, LHNK04, OK94, QLY07, SA77, TSS06]. Determinism [GGM12]. Deterministic [BGNV10, BKW92a, BKW92b, GZ94, GMS12, Ind97, LY86, NED98, TLLL07, VW11, Vis90, Vis91, BS86, GHR+16, LNT00, LMN16, NDMM02a, SV09]. developers [LS99].


Diffusion [MSP+17]. Digest [CZCD09]. Digital [AGS93a, AGS93d, AGS93d, AGS93b, JRV96]. Digitized [LV94]. dimension [Bak78]. Dimensional [ABF94a, ADLM96, BYN98, BKLP97, CDEK95, CL95, CHLT14, CR92, CR95b, CGPR95, CGH+98, CK98, FU98, FNU02, GPP04, Gia93, GG95, GG97, HEWK03, HW12, KPR97, KPR00, KU99, KR94, LeS79, Les95, Par96, ZT89, AK08, AF92, ABF94b, ABC+04, AKT06, AGM05, ADL01, BHR93, BIR77a, CGK08, CGR93, CR94, GP92, HLN09, JLNK06, NBY99a, Par98, TST83, WC14]. dimensions [CCG+93, DRL95]. Directed [Fu05, Fu96, Fu97, Gud92, Kor83, BÖ13, Dan91, NII90]. Directly [Man94, Man97]. Directory [Zve80a, Zve80b]. Discontinuous [Lec91].

discourse [Kit94]. Discovering [LSTW+17, SW93]. Discovery [VG01, WCM+94b, MP05, WCM+94a, WZS95]. Discrete [ACM97b, Gin73, KC99, Nak14]. Discrimination [KC87]. Disease [TMV+01]. Disease-Specific [TMV+01]. Disjoint [LS10, YD95].

Disjunctive [HR03]. Disk [WHZ+17]. Disk-based [WHZ+17]. disordered [CGM10]. dispatch [MFRW09]. dispatching [FMD99]. Distance [BCP02, DAS88, KS94, KHK02, ZCO09, AEP06, AK12, AD11, BC95, CM07, EH98, GF08, HKN14, LeU97, PPZ08, Rot91, SKS96]. Distance-join [ZCO09]. Distorted [VB98]. Distortion [KC87]. Distributed [CPW88, IMR08, ML96b, NCKL14, TVCM12, ZLN11, AC93, DSV94, FW12, HFA09, LLC03]. Distributed-Memory [TVCM12]. Distribution [YJ84]. Diversified [FWW13a]. Divide [SW12, SBY93].


Divide-and-conquer [SHC93]. Dividing [KKK11]. DNA [HAI02, IMR08, LSTW17, MT14, TP97, YT03]. DNA/RNA [IMR08]. do-it-yourself [Abb77]. Document [BK93a, BKW92c, FKR15, KNS12, All82, Am93, BK93b, KRLM09, WZ95, WCH82]. Donald [Neu10]. Done [LY86]. Don’t [Aku94, BL94, Aku95, KR97, MBY91, NR17].


**general-purpose** [AAB+86, Sch91a, Sch91b]. Generalization [Shi00, Shi04]. Generalized [Abr87, BK86, GL86, Ham88, Hei01, Hir96, Hol84, MAI+16, OP16, VHC88, Wen93, FL71, Kin91, SW90]. Generalizing [SKS96]. Generated [AK09b]. Generating [CGP+08, Jør92, BJK+12].

**Generation** [AGT89, GFH82, GWvG10, HKR92, Ker04, Pat71, SY72, BDD90, BA06, FKS06, Gan89a, GHS82, KKP92, MSRR00, SMS15]. generalization [Shi00, Shi04]. Generalized [Abr87, BK86, GL86, Ham88, Hei01, Hir96, Hol84, MAI+16, OP16, VHC88, Wen93, FL71, Kin91, SW90]. Generalizing [SKS96].

**generated** [KS08]. Generator [VSM92, CLS95, ESL89, FHP92]. Generators [Fra83, GHF83a, GHF83b, WNL+83, Gan89b]. generic [ZKA12]. Genetic [GC01, RND97, MMDdJ11, Sel84]. Genomic [CCH09].


**Graph** [BLLW12, BGJ01, CFM17, D'A98, Eke95, FLM+10, Fu97, KS93, RKH02, WHZ+17, Zue96, A+08, BLR11, BSTU08, FWW13a, FWW13b, GPTV93, MCF+11, SW39, ST04, STK06, Ukk92]. Grand [Bao93]. Graph [BLLW12, BGJ01, CFM17, D'A98, Eke95, FLM+10, Fu97, KS93, RKH02, WHZ+17, Zue96, A+08, BLR11, BSTU08, FWW13a, FWW13b, GPTV93, MCF+11, SW39, ST04, STK06, Ukk92]. Grand [Bao93].


Hairpin [CDJM15]. Hamiltonian [YT03]. Hamming [AD11, GF08].
HAMPI [KGA+12]. Handwritten [CLP95, SKS96]. hard [LMM17].

ISSAC [Lev95, WN90]. ISSAC’93 [Bro93]. ISSAC’94. [ACM94b]. Issue [Cro92a, IEE01a, IEE01d, IEE01c, AGS93a, AGS93c, AGS93b]. issues [IS90, San15]. Istanbul [SMD04]. Italy [AAC+01, Apo93, FL08, GM11]. Iterable [LM02]. iterated [Jan85].

January [ACM87, ACM92a, ACM93a, ACM94a, ACM95a, ACM97b, USE92]. Japan [AT02, IEE94a, WN90]. Java [Ano96, Cal00, CGM06, Dwe00, FR00, Hab04, LM02, MFRW09, Mor02, NAR08, SM04, Stu07]. Java-based [Ano96]. java.util.regex [Hab04]. Jeffrey [Ano97a]. Jersey [FC98]. Jerusalem [AL01]. Jigsaw [BK93d]. JMatch [LM02]. join [WLF14, ZC ¨O09]. joins [BKS02, JLFL14]. Jose [ACM95b]. JPEG [KS05, KS06]. JTL [CGM06]. July [AL01, AH97, AT02, Bro93, Bun94, Cha86, Cro92a, FC98, GU95, KS12a, KP15, Lev95, LV06, MZ07, PC99, SMD04]. Jumbled [BCFL12, GHLW15, KRR17, BFKL13, GG13]. June [ACM92e, ACM92b, ACM95c, ACM98, ACM99a, ACM06, ACM07, AP10, Apo93, AH97, ACP05, BYCC03, Bun94, CG94b, FL08, FMA02, GS00, GM11, Hom96, Hwa85, CVP86, KU09, Le97, Ng79, Sto92]. JVM [BFN+09].


Keeper [Wei84]. Kentucky [ACM89]. Kepler [TLS16]. kernel [WKR09]. Key [CG79a, CG97b, GRI79]. Keyword [And02, ADT15, CWZ10, WZ96].


Knuth-Morris-Pratt [Bar81]. Kong [B+02]. Korea [ACM95b].

Laguna [HM96]. lambda [Dow91]. lambda-calculi [Dow91]. Language [ADR15, Ano86, Frob6, G93a, GP93, GH90, Gu92, GR96, Hi96, LS99, Lat02, MG97, SBF90, TB00, VV04, vNG01, Ar93, BK86, B500, CFM00, CM98, CGM06, CK08, CMW87, FL71, FDP08, Fri97b, HJW+92, Jor92, KH06, Mal93, MLC08, RW93, RTO15, SC88, SNM07, YIAS89, Zia96, DWE98].

Languages [ACM92a, ACM93a, ACM94a, ACM95a, BLLW12, CM98, HWW06, Hud89, KT06, KP99c, KLH16, Kor93, KST12, ND02, SA96, Sch13, Wag74, ACM87, AOMC07, BRL13, BLSS03, BKW92a, BKW92b, Coh90, Dit78, FhDA09, HWW07, HWJ03, HSJ04, HW09, Kes91, Mc04, MZZ10, Mye95, PP85, Sch88, Sm91, dLFM07, BGNP94]. Large [AAC+01, AV+99, BH85, B+02, LP13, VB09, WHZ+17, ZMS93, ABC93, BC13a, CD96, HA10, LYWL08, Owo93, RW10, YHV+15, ZD95, ZCº99, ZCºZ12].

Large-Scale [LP13, WHZ+17, LYWL08]. Larger [GZ94]. lash [Fos89].


Learning [BGNV10, Bra94, BC94, Bra95, KK08, Kin92, KK02, OR93, PDL98, SPF08, SG12, ZCS+12, BC06, Ker04, VV04]. least [Boo80, DK13].
Machines [Bow87, BP63, Moo64, OF61, YD95, GOMSJVG08, KAT07, MMS14, Yod91].
Macsyma [JM85].
Madison [FMA02].
maintaining [GO12].
Maintenance [MG94].
make [JT94, Mei15].
makematch [Kas08].
Mäkinen [Gro91a].
Making [ABBH16, ATdM07].
Malay [BSY00].
male [KT90].
Malicious [HL10, HT14].
Manacher [Akl78].
Management [DT87, FA02, SW94, Sto92].
Manga [QPWH08].
Manipulate [Ghi62].
Manipulating [VMML15].
Manipulation [Ng79, Wea94, GHS12, GS06, Mal93, MR05, RH81].
Manual [Mu95, MuT95, Mun95, Ski98].
Many [TLC15, Wal88, MAC14].
Many-Core [TLC15, MAC14].
Many-Sorted [Wal88].
Mapping [CFM17].
maps [BCWG09].
March [ACM83, IEE94b, SC93, SC95, SC96, SC98, SC99, SC01, SC03, SC04, SM09, SM10, SM11].
Marina [ACM69].
Markov [LBK08].
Marseille [Ng79].
Maryland [ACM90b].
Mass [BM08].
masses [Vol12].
Massive [OR12, YDDB15].
Massively [CG87].
Mastering [Fri97a, Fri92, Fri06a, LR14, Rom14, Uma97, Ano97a, Hum97].
Match [GHW05, KR92, LD10, Mor83, Pet92, Ses96, VB98, Zve80a, Zve80b, Bak78, BBHK14, DWE89, KSVJ15, KCK93, Mei15, ZCO09, ZCOZ12, HCH7].
Match-Bounds [GHW05].
Matcher [HH83, Coo86, Ker07].
Matches [Dav73, KF91, Mut97, MOG98, PRU11, Mha05, Ukk92, ZD95].
Matching [AOK02, Abr87, ABM08, AC75, AGT89, Aku94, AR00, ACR01, ABF94a, AAL97b, ALL97, ALLL98a, ALL00, AAL+99, ALR08, AP10, Ano92b, Ano96, iA94, AT02, ADLM96, AW89, Ash85, AJ93, ACD01, BST+03, BYP92, BYCM94, BYN96, BY96, BYN97, BYN98, BYN99, BEM+12, BCP02, Bee81, BH02, BH85, BKLP97, BL94, BM00, BBL93, Bow87, BG92, Bre93, Bre94a, BCT94, BG95, BCT98, BGG12, BG14, BCT06, BL16, BK93d, Bun95, BZ98, BGJO1, BCF12, BCC+13, CCFG12, CF06, CFM17, CMD11, CK02a, CLS+10, CL92, CM94, CCH09, CL95, CHP92, CHZ93, CHZ95, CHZ96, CI94, Col94a, CHPZ95, CH97a, CH02, CH03, CHLT14, Col94b, CG79a, CG79b, Cox07, Cox09, Cox10a].
Matching [Cox12, CP91, Cro92a, CR92, CCG+94, CR95b, CGPR95, CGG+97, CGH+98, CIK98, CIM+02, CIL+03, D`A98, DB86, DLG12, DN77, DCM15, DGM94, Dwe00, EIV04, ET88, Eke95, EIMC96, EF13, FT98, FL12a, FL12b, FG98, FL08, FR00, For92, Fug98, Fre92, FNU02, FT04, Fre96, Fu95, Fu96, Fu97, GHW15, Gal76b, Gal79, GS80, Gal81, GP90, GG91, GG92, Gal5, GPP04, GC01, GPR95a, GI97, GP01, GP03, GIMV03, Gau12, Gau13, GP93, GM02, Gia93, GG95, GG97, GM11, Gil85, GZ94, Gont92, GK86, Gru79, Gru83, GL01, Gro92, GLL6, GV05, GMN12, HD80, Han13a, Har02, Har97, HAR10, HL10, HT14, Haz01, Hea71, HEWK03, Hei01, HL10, HH93a, HO82, HST01, How97, Hui92, HW12, HN02, HN05, IS94, IMP01].
Matching [IMR08, IST05, IS86, IK83, JGZL12, JSC83, JU96, KPR97, KPR00, KU99, KS12a, KR81, KR87, KRS95, KRS97, KP93, Kes79, Kha16, KTS99, KMT+01, Kid09, KST94, KKS01, KKK11, KS06, KS11b, KS12b, KM92, ...
KM95a, KM95b, KMP77b, KLN16, KRR17, Kor83, KK02, KR97, Ku09, KNS12, Ku10, KVX12, KNKH00, KC99, Lab12, LSW08, LV94, Lav91, LP13, Le 91, LM01a, Lec95, Lec98, LKL02, Lee90, LT03, Les95, Les94, LV06, LY86, LTB04, LLLL08, LA12, LLCC13, LP11, Liu86, Liu88, LM02, LT16, LCL06, LW15, LS94, Lu02, MZ07, Maa06, MS98, MKF91, MU02, MW92a, MW92b, MGW14, MHT09, MUHT96, McI85b, MPN+14, MeI95, Mey85, MM02, MIH17, Moh97, MS01, Mon17, ML96a, ML96b, Mu 95, MuT95, Mun07, MR92, Mut97, Mut00, Myec92, Mye98, Nao91].

Matching [NR98, Nav98, NBY99a, NR99b, NBY99b, NBY01, Nav04b, NWE97, Ned98, NdmM02b, ND02, NCKL14, OR12, OP16, Ott94, OM88, PDL98, PAMP12, PS10, PK95, Par96, PV91, PPA10, PW95, Ph94, Pol13, PP09, Pou93, PK85, PS93b, RR90, RR92, Rao95, RMS88, RTO2b, RS98, RIA79, RKH02, RPE81, RT17, SV94, SMD04, STK10, SCFC94, SN92, Sca11, Sch95, SRR92, SRR95, Sha93, STSA99, SKF+00, Shi00, Shi04, Shi92, SSSS10, Sim83, Sim94, SF01, SdM01, Sli78, Sli83, SW09, Som82, Spi99b, Sto96, ST95, ST96b, ST04, Tak86, Tak94, TMK+02, TS05, TZW94, TU93, TP97, TMV+01, TK07, TCL15, TVCM12, UW93, Ukk10, VSM87, VB12, VWR11, Via02, VO1, VRD01, Vis91, Vis99, VS01, WPKL13, WSW16, Wat96, WKA94, WD99, WBA83].

Matching [Wri94, WM92b, WM95, Xi03, YP12, YP13, YQW+16, YK11, YJ84, Yun12, ZZ12, ZS17, ZS13, ZLN11, ZET98, Zue96, de 82, van14, yWL12, AMB02, AK08, AK09a, AK09b, AK11, ABH14, Ano97b, An09, AG84, Apo92, Apo93, AH97, AC97, AC05, ADL01, AGS96, AD11, AGW13, AG06, BFKL13, BYU03, BYP96, BYCC03, BSY00, Bak78, Bak93, BDB90, BCD98, BEM+13, BTO08, BGFK15, BR09, BA15, BA16, BKBB+14, BLL09, BLPL92, BFC08, BFG09, BGW12, Bir77a, BG89, BO13, BBL98, Bra90, Bra95, BBK12, BBHH14, BG90, BG91, BCT93, Bre95, Bre96, BGM13, BKS02, BFK+03, BC93, BEL04, CG08, CPT92, CCF13].

Matching [CS98, CPW88, CF88, CK04, CM10, CL90, Ch93a, Cha87, Cha02c, CRV06, CJ93, CR95a, CLS95, CDD05, CW13, CJW13, CNPS15, CH04, CS11, CR87, CWZ10, CJP13, CDP14, CP10, CH92, CCG+93, CH97b, CGG90, CT96, CD89, Coo89, CM07, Cro92b, CGR93, CG94b, CR94, CL96, CGG99, CC+99, CKC07, Dai09, DR06, DS04, DOS93, D06, Der95, Dj76, DjXX, Dit78, Dow91, Dow93, DC94, DGM90, DHPT10, FL+10, FWL31a, FWW13b, FC98, FT95, FL13, Fat15, Fen01a, Fen01b, FG95, FMB99, FNG+11, FBMA05, Fr03, FN04, FM06, Fr97b, Ga04, Gal75, Gal76a, GS81a, GS81b, Gal84, GG86, GG87, Gal92, GP92, GU95, GPR95b, GR99, GU16, GS00, GGG13, GC13, GCM02, GW92, GB90a, GB90b, GP96, GF08, GFG11, GN06].

Matching [GL89, GV00, GS06, HWW07, HY92, HLS07, HFS05, HC87, HR03, HH93b, HM96, HM00, HLS+11, HBRV10, HP01, HP03, HK77, How96, HLL09, HHL06, HFN05, Hy88, IIT13, IS96, Ier09, Ind97, Ind98, IS90, IM08, IM13, IS86, ISH88, JM93, JP11, JL93, Joh95, Joh94a, JU91, KTP10, KSV15,
Kas08, KN00, Kes91, KTS+98, KMS+03, KST92, Kim99, KWL07, KEF+14, KNT11, KS01, KS05, KMP94, KMP77a, KS96, Kos89, Kos94, Kri09, KKR+13, KST16, KGP+05, KT90, LMM17, LV86a, LV86b, LV89, Lar99, Lec07, LLC03, LH13, LH03, LS10, LP08, Liu81, LHCK04, LBK08, LO94, LT97, LLL13, MCF+11, MK00, MNU05, Man76, MBY91, MMZ10, Mar07, ME97, MAI+16, MP05, MC85a, MM03, MM07, Mis03, MHM+01, MR09a, MA12, Mun95, Mus03, Mus05]. **matching** [MM89, Mye95, Mye99, NYuR15, Nak14, Nar91, NBY99c, NR10, Nav00, NK+01, Nav01a, Nav01b, NR02, NF04, NT05, NC06, Neh06, NWE99, NdMM02a, NC92, NR17, NK07, Nil90, OK94, oSOMY15, OR11, Oph89, OW03, PS89, PLL10, PPTT15, Par98, PS90, PC99, PP94, Per94, Pet07, PMS11, PPZ08, PDC94, Quo92, RM06, RT02a, RUG97, RTO15, Sad93, SVS97, STK06, Sal12, SW90, Sch81, Sch91a, Sch91b, Sch88, SZ05, Sen00, SS94, SGM00, ST96a, SN94, Shi97, Sil77, SR16, Smi91, SDS14, SHCY93, Spe85, Spi99a, Srr93, SA77, Sto02, SWW+12, SV87, SNM07, Tak96b, Tak93, TBS06, TZYH14, TM04, TM05b, TM05a, Th93, TIT83, TLS16, TLL10, TLL09, TCC91, Ukk92, Ukk93, Van09, Van06, VV11, Via04, Vin77a, Vin77b, Vis90, Vis12, Wad87].

**matching** [WZS95, WGMH13, WLF14, WC14, WL15b, WZ96, WW03, Wat03, Wea04, YKGS11, Yao79, YT03, YB13, ZMAB03, ZH10, ZH16, ZA17, ZYX+12, dR93, dRL95, GH82, JD89, Neu10]. **Matching-Based** [CZCD09]. **matchings** [Iba97, RW10]. **matchlib** [Ano01]. **material** [RH81].

**Mathematica** [Har97, Mae94], **mathematical** [Rev91, Win78].

**Mathematics** [HM87, WSS94]. **Matos** [Pet95]. **Matrices** [CIK98, Gia93, PRU11, Lee82]. **Matrix** [FTJ95, TZW94, Kar82]. **Matrix-Vector** [FTJ95]. **Max** [IMP01, WPRL13]. **Max-Shift** [IMP01]. **Maximal** [BJM79, IF94, IS86, Che96, IS86, Ukk92, Rep98].

**Maximal-munch** [Rep98]. **Maximum** [ADLM96, OP16, ADLM01, LMM07]. **May** [ACM69, ACM74, ACM76, ACM81, ACM84, ACM86, ACM90b, ACM91, ACM92d, ACM93b, ACM94c, ACM94d, ACM95b, ACM95c, ACM97a, ACM97c, ACM99a, ACM99b, ACM00, ACM08, Apo92, DT87, KLB12, SW94].

**Mean** [Alb89]. **Means** [Ray96, SS93a, OW03, WD99]. **Measurement** [Lee91]. **measures** [EZ74]. **Mechanical** [NEH90], **mechanics** [NEH90]. **mechanized** [Chi08]. **meet** [KSVJ15]. **Meeting** [NEH90]. **Membership** [GM02, KZ02, lOh10, Pet02, MW94]. **Memory** [KKK11, LP13, Lec98, TVCM12, FG99, JSH09, LH13, LMT16, Nak14, PLL10, YKGS11, YIA89, ZYX+12]. **Memory-Efficient** [KKK11, LP13, PLL10, YKGS11]. **Merging** [Kit94, LK06]. **Mesh** [BM00, DKP11]. **Meshes** [CG94a]. **MeshFlow** [DKP11]. **Message** [GM02].

**META** [Kes79]. **META/REDUCE** [Kes79]. **Metamorphism** [KV15]. **metasystem** [GT90]. **Method** [CLP95, Hau94, LPT12, NBY99b, RJK79, SV94, WZH12, FMD99, GPR95b, Ker04, LLL13, MP09, TIAY90].

**Methods** [Fa85, GMV03, SBHM94, BSY00, Per94, SHCY93, TTHP05]. **Metric** [BCP02, CN02, ZCS+12, EHH88, Mag81, NC06]. **Metrics** [LP11].
Mexico [ACM92a, BYCC03]. MFC [AS04]. Miami [CVP86, IEE97].
Michoacan [BYCC03]. Microcomputers [ZA87, ZGE85]. Miller [CR91].
Milwaukee [ACM81, IEE95a]. MIN [WPKL13, YD95]. MIN-MAX [WPKL13].
Mining [GRS99, ZKCY07, MR13]. Minneapolis [ACM94c, SW94].
Minnesota [SW94]. Miranda [Tur86]. mismatch [AEP06, Neb06, Sel84].
Mismatches [AW89, AJS92, BST+03, ALP04, Der95, FGKU15, GG86, GG87, GU16, GGF13, Gra15, GL89, LV86a, NR17, SZ05]. Missing [DCM15].
ML [AJ89a, AJ89b, Ses96]. MMDBS [DWE89]. Minnesota [ACM94c].
mobile [CFM00]. Modal [Yod91, tC09]. Model [FYJ+17, GWG01, MCH93, MGH97, PP09, SWY75, SCFC94, AB89, Lin81, NRO12, Tak96a, TG96].
Models [BZ98, CDL95, A+08, Coo89, CK07, LT97, Nak14]. modification [Sch81].
Montreal [ACM94d, GS00, Lev95]. Moore [Ber00, Col94a, DR06, EMG96, GT05, Ryt80, STK10, Sto02, Tak96b, TU93, WW03].
Motif [Tan14, YHV+15]. Motion [KC99]. motivate [Fla88]. moves [CM07].
Multi [VZ97]. Mukherjee [Neu10]. Multi [CJ93, FMD99, GG95, GG97, Har02, LT03, LT90a, NBY99a, OR12, TMK+02, WSW16, Alb98, ARS16, CPT92, CCG+99, ETY88], JKNS00, KTP10, OW03, YT03]. Multi-attribute [Har02].
Multi-byte [TMK+02]. Multi-combinators [LT09a]. Multi-Dimensional [GG95, GG97, NBY99a, JKNS00].
Multi-Threading [OR12]. Multi-Track [LT03]. Multi-view [CJ93].
Multidimensional [SN92]. Multidisciplinary [Kni89]. Multidisk [KCK93].
multihead [CR87, Pet94]. multilingual [ZV97]. Multimodal [BWG12]. Multiple [STK06, Yun12, ZS13, BBK12].
Multiple [BHN97, BLP94, CF06, CJP12, FL12b, Gaw12, IS94, IS96, KTS+98, KMT+01, LT90b, LBK08, Mut00, OR12, PW95, SVS97, TM05b, VWR11, CK02b, Da109, Fen01a, FN04, HFN05, KGP+05, KIH15, Maa06, Mha05, NF04, PC02, PW06, WL15a, WZ96, ZC89]. Multiple-pattern [TM05b].
Multiple-Stride [VWR11]. multiplexing [Quo92]. Multiply [FTJ95].

Names [VB12]. Nancy [Bun94]. nanolithography [SS93b]. narrowing [AEH94]. Nashville [ACM90a]. Natural [Fre06, GR96, vNG01].

Natural-Language [GR96]. Navarro [Hyy08]. nd [OND98]. nd-order [OND98]. near [HFFA09]. nearest [CEMW91].


network [HFFA09]. nearest [HFFA09]. nearest-optimal [HFFA09]. Nearest [CEMW91].


Neural [AB89, CG87, CLP95, SF01, CEMW91]. neuromata [ˇSW98]. neuropsychology [AB89].

Nevada [ACM95c]. next [KKP92]. next-generation [KKP92].

NFA [ARS16, Cha01, CP97, HM98, Hyy08, Li03, PD12, YKGS11, ZYX12].

NFA-based [ARS16]. NFA-OBDDs [YKGS11].

network [HFFA09]. nearest [HFFA09]. nearest-optimal [HFFA09]. Nearest [CEMW91].


Nearest-neighbour [CEMW91]. nearest-optimal [HFFA09]. Nearest [CEMW91].
[Bao93, IEE89, IEE90, IEE92, IEE95a, IEE97, IEE09].

off [MNS07].

offers [Fri97b].

Offline [MT14].

omega [SMT+86].

omega-extended [SMT+86].

Omni [Wol86].

Omni-Font [Wol86].

On-Line [FG98, GG97, Lut02, Tak86, CLP95, Fre06, Joh95, KNT11, CT96, FG95, Gal75, NR02, TIT83].

One [JKNS00, LY86, Sch91a, Sch91b, She95, WC14, Alb89, AGM95, Bak78, CR87, CCG+93, JLT93].

One-dimensional [JKNS00, WC14].

one-letter [AGM95].

One-Way [LY86, Sch91a, Sch91b, She95, CR87, JL93].

Online [FL12a, PS10, CJPSS13, FL13].

only [GS81a].

Ontario [Chl86].

Open [SDS14, ACM93].

Operational [HH83].

Operations [DJ96, AGM95, Ear74, GW92, GH09].

operator [HC87].

Operators [For02, Kea91a, Sym85, MMDdJ11].

Optimal [AKO97, AOK02, AR00, ABF94b, BH96, CG94a, CR92, CG94+98, FG95, FG98, FNU02, Gal84, Gal95, Gw913, GG97, Hig86, IY02, KU99, KR94, LMMN07, MS98, MP88, Mor83, Mut00, Nak14, NWE97, NdMM02b, RT17, SN92, KBK8+14, BG90, BKS02, CM0+98, CR94, FN04, GS81b, Gal92, GR99, GHK14, HFFA99, IKTX15, IP96, KR89, KT90, MSRR00, MS95, NEb06, PPTT15, Ryt89, ZC99].

Optimally [CCG+93].

Optimization [GC01, HJ99, LT09, Sca11, Spi99b, CK02, KWLL08, KGP+05, SJ13, Spi99a, VW11].

Optimized [AK99b].

Optimizing [CJBW13, CJBW16, Kha16, LM01a, KS08].

Optimum [LD10].

Oracle [FPD08, GL03].

Order [GU16, HW12, KEF+14, SnM01, Wag74, BLSS03, Chl08, CNPS15, CT96, Dow91, Gie90, Kes91, NRO12, OR11, OND98, Pie08, TPT13, Zef08].

Order-preserving [GU16, KEF+14, CNPS15].

Order-sorted [Gie90, Kes91].

Ordered [ST04, Cro92b, GRO91a, Gro91b, Mack89].

ordinary [Rev91].

Oregon [ACM94a, ACM94b].

O’Reilly [Ano97a].

Organization [IK83].

Organizing [CG87].

Orientation [TCCK90].

Oriented [GP93, KSS94, GPTV93, LLC03, Mus05, TG96].

Orlando [IEE88].

Orleans [ACM91, ACM97b].

Oscillator [FYJ+17].

Oscillator-Based [FYJ+17].

OSN [ZG81+16].

Out [Ano97a, Fri97a].

outbreak [FN09].

Outerplanar [BJM79].

Output [PM78].

Overcoming [Kul10].

overlap [PS08].

Overlapping [Ben94, BZ98, CCF13].

Overlay [LT16].

overview [PVA+92, Tur86].

Own [ZG81+16].

Oxford [Ano97b].

P [RUG97].

P2P [LLL12, LYWL08].

Pacific [IEE94a].

Package [van14, Kas80, Nic03].

packed [BKBB+14, GGF13].

Packet [LLL12, LMT16, VWR11, YP13, ARS16, BAC12, CMS08, NYuR15].

Padova [Ap09].

PageRank [LSV08].

pages [Ano97a, Ano97b].

pair [PPZ08].

Pairs [GLS92].

Paisley [yWL12].

Palermo [GM11].

Palindrome [Gal76b, IIT13, Gal75, Gal76a].

Palindrome-Recognition [Gal76b].

Palo [IEE93, IEE98].

PAMA [LCL06].

Paper [Pet95].

Papers [Cro92a, Mou06, ACM69, ACM74, ACM76, ACM81, ACM92a, ACM92c, ACM93a, ACM94a, ACM95a, IEE92, A+08].

paradigm [AC93].

PARAID [WOQ+07].

Parallel
Parallel-Algorithms [SV94]. Parallelism [MK91, WRi94, ASM17, HFN05, LV68b, NR00, RW93]. Parallelization [KP93, RP95]. Parameterized [BRL13, BDFW94, CHLT14, IS94, OP16, AFM94, Bak93, BA16, CGK08, FM06, HLS07, IS96]. Parameters [CJBW16, CJBW13]. Parametric [Chl08, HPM94]. parentheses [PDC94]. Parentheses-matching [PDC94]. Parenthesis [Sto96], Paris [Cro92a]. Park [IEE89]. Parse [Kea91a, DF00]. Parser [Hol84, TB00, Gan89b, LK06, MLC08]. Parsing [AU72, AU73, Cam99, Gor00, MGH97, MML14, Ier09]. Part [KP15, Kul11]. Part-of-Speech [Kul11]. Partial [Ant95, Ant96, CW84, CD98, GL01, KK08, Ses96, Sni91, Zve80a, Zve80b, ADR03, ADR06, DR06, HR03, Jor92, KCK93, MR90a]. Partial-Match [Mor83, Zve80a, Zve80b]. Partially [ZMSD93, HY92]. Partition [CF85, WL15b]. Partitioning [Fat15, Kim99, LYWL08, Mid96]. partners [LLL12]. Pascal [Liu86, Sha88]. Paso [ACM97c]. password [MW94]. paste [AM97]. patches [TCCK90]. Path [Bac94, BLLW12, CDLV99, HJ99, LM01b, Tar81a, Tar81b, TPT13, Che96, CK02b, LM12, FC02, YCJ08, YT03]. Path- [TPT13]. paths [GLS07, LM13]. Pattern [AMB+02, ABM08, ABF94a, AAL97b, ALL97, AAL+97a, ALLL98a, ALLO, AAL+00, AR08, AP10, AWS16, Aoo92b, Aoo96, IA94, AG84, AG97, AT02, ADLM96, AW89, Ash85, AJS92, AGS96, AD1, BYN98, BCD98, BEM+12, Bec81, BKLP97, BBL93, BBL98, Bow87, BTOC6, BL16, BG10, BCF12, BC93, BCC+13, CCFG12, CFM17, CS98, CDM11, CG87, CK04, Coa02b, CZCD09, CK92, CDEK95, CG94a, CLP95, CM08, CL95, CHZ06, CJPS12, CP14, Ch03, Col94b, CG79a, CG79b, Cro92a, CR92b, CGPR95, CL96, CGH+98, D`A98, DB86, DWE89, DLG12, DN77, Dit78, DCM15, DGM94, Dwe00, EIV04, EF13, F892, FLO8, FR00, FR02, FNU02, Fu95, Fu96, Fu97, GHLW15, GPP04, GC01, GRS99, GIK97, GP01, GP03, GIMV03, Gav12, Gaw13, GP93, GM02, Ga93, GG95]. Pattern [GG97, GM11, GMC02, Gil85, GW92, GGN06, Gri79, Gri83, GL01, Gro92, GL86, Har02, Har97, HAR10, HLS8, HL10, HT14, Haz01, Hea71, HE3K03, Hei01, HL97, HOS2, HST03, How97, HW12, CVP86, IMR80, IST05, JSC83, KPR97, KPR00, KU99, KS12a, KR81, KR87, KR94, KRS95, KRS97, KN00, KP93, Kes91, Kes79, KTSA99, KMT+01, Kid09, KKS03, KKK11, KS01, KS06, KM92, KM95a, KM95b, KMP77b, KRR17, Koe83, Koa08, KK20, KU09, KNS12, Kiil10, KVX12, KNHM00, KC99, Lab12, LV94,
Lav91, LP13, LM01a, LKL02, LSTW⁺17, LT03, Les95, LV06, LTL04, LA12, LLC13, LP11, Liu86, Liu88, LM02, Lut02, MZ07, MS98, MKF91, MU02, MW92a, MW92b, MGW14, MHT09, MUHT96, McI85a, McI85b, MS01, Mon17, Mu 95, MuT95, Mut00, Mye92, Nao91]. **Pattern**
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